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Age-related differences in bimanual coordination performance

Roman-Liu Danuta∗ and Tomasz Tokarski

Central Institute for Labour Protection – National Research Institute (CIOP-PIB), Poland

Purpose. The purpose of this article was to determine how characteristics of bimanual coordination tasks affect the quality
of performance and to determine the impact of these characteristics on muscular activation of the upper limbs, with consid-
eration of age-related differences. Methods. The research was carried out on two groups consisting of 25 people aged 20–30
and 60–67 years. The subjects performed seven tasks that varied in coordination mode, tracking mode and outline-tracing.
The main measures of task performance were calculated on the basis of the difference between the position of the target and
tracing cursors. Cohen’s d value was calculated to show differences in measures between groups. Results. There were higher
values of error and variability measures for elderly people compared to young. Complex tasks showed the largest difficulty,
which suggests that, when performed, such tasks have the greatest potential to improve coordination skills. Tasks during
which both limbs contribute to the movement of one cursor proved the most appropriate. Conclusion. The tracking mode is
of great importance for the quality of performance in motor coordination tasks, while the performance of tasks with imposed
speed is much more strongly age-sensitive than performance with a freely chosen speed.
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1. Introduction
The ageing of humans is associated with progressive struc-
tural and functional changes. The changes concern inter
alia the morphology of human skeletal muscles. The dete-
rioration of muscle function is due to changes in muscle
mass, and fibre composition and size [1]. Changes in the
nervous and musculoskeletal systems resulting in deteri-
oration of muscle function affect the maximum strength
capacity [2]. Slower peripheral nerve conduction and age-
related changes in the structure and function of skeletal
muscles may be the causes of motor activity disorders,
as well as cognitive impairments, such as processing
speed and executive function [3]. This results in reduced
motor coordination [4], increased inaccuracy of motion
and slower motion [5]. By extension, the elderly can be
less accurate when performing various motor tasks, as the
response time, speed of movement and motor coordination
are all reduced with age [6,7].

The tasks of bimanual coordination constitute a partic-
ular challenge [8]. In existing studies on bimanual coor-
dination, numerous motor tasks are used. Isometric force
tasks with visual feedback are among them [9,10]. Stud-
ies demonstrate variation in the effectiveness of bimanual
coordination tasks depending on the type of task performed
[11–13]. There are different classifying features describing
bimanual coordination tasks. These relate to the symme-
try of the task (symmetric and asymmetric). Symmetric
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coordination patterns require each limb to perform the
same activity. Simultaneous change over time resulting
from spatial movement or the force exerted occurs in such
a manner that one limb moves in a mirror reflection of
the other, which is related to the simultaneous contraction
of the same muscle groups in both limbs. Tasks with full
symmetry are called in-phase tasks. Coordination in anti-
phase involves alternating contractions of the same muscle
groups. In the case of multi-phase tasks, one limb follows
the other limb with a time lag [14,15]. Bimanual coor-
dination tasks can also be varied according to the nature
of the movement or exertion of force, indicating discrete
and continuous tasks. Continuous bimanual coordination
tasks are connected to continuous movement and/or exer-
tion of force, without a break between repetitions [13,16].
Discrete bimanual coordination tasks include single or con-
secutive movements with a clear interruption between each
movement [13].

The performance of tasks requiring the maintenance of
a force of varying character, at a specified level, requires
muscle activity of the upper limbs. Mechanical strain and
job demands are important for the musculoskeletal load
[17]. The involvement of upper limb muscles can be deter-
mined with the use of surface electromyography (EMG)
[18,19]. Due to muscle redundancy, one basic problem for
task performance is to understand how muscles are coordi-
nated to perform common tasks adequately [20]. Different
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individuals may have different levels of sensitivity or reac-
tivity to load, which may be affected by their psychological
disposition and pathology [21]. Forearm muscles are acti-
vated differently during functional tasks in people with
computer-related wrist/hand symptoms [22]. The situation
is similar for elderly workers. Another aspect of mus-
cle activity is the psychological dimension. In addition
to physical load, psychosocial stressors may contribute
to the increase in muscle activity during exposure to a
performed task [23,24]. Shahidi et al. [25] showed that
activity significantly increased from conditions of low to
high stress for both the dominant and non-dominant upper
trapezius, which suggests that the upper trapezius mus-
cles are selectively activated by psychosocial stress. It
may then be expected that the activation pattern of upper
limb muscles during the performance of coordination tasks
differs between young and elderly people, also due to
psychosocial factors related to task difficulty.

The differences in coordination capacity between
young and elderly people have been the subject of pre-
vious studies. Krehbiel et al. [26] present a summary of
these studies and offer a meta-analysis of the error indi-
cators for the performance of bimanual coordination tasks
with respect to variability, accuracy and time. Their anal-
ysis demonstrated a significant reduction in accuracy and
variability, and an increase in movement time among the
elderly people as compared to the young. The analysis,
however, did not take into account the impact of the char-
acteristics of the performed bimanual task or the value of
the performance measures for coordination tasks.

The purpose of the study presented in this article was
to examine whether the characteristics of bimanual coor-
dination tasks have an impact on performance and to what
extent this performance is age-related.

2. Methodology
2.1. Study subjects
The research was carried out on two groups consisting
of 26 people aged 20–30 and 60–67 years. In both study
groups, people who were right-handed and had not experi-
enced any neurological, cardiac or musculoskeletal disor-
ders in the last 5 years were selected. The characteristics of
the study subjects are presented in Table 1. The research
procedure has been approved by the Ethics Committee.
Prior to the commencement of the study, the subjects were

informed of the purpose and course of the study, and they
all signed consent forms.

2.2. Test stand
The task of the participants was to move cursors on a
screen. The movement of the tracking cursor on the mon-
itor screen was triggered by exerting a force on a fixed-
control joystick using the upper limbs. The position of the
end of the resultant moment of force of the steering joy-
sticks was presented ‘online’ on the monitor screen as a
tracking cursor. The outline of the shape was visible on the
screen, and differed depending on the task. The objective
was to move the tracking cursor as close as possible to the
line of the shape visible on the screen. In some tasks, there
was also a second cursor that fixed the speed of the track-
ing cursor’s movement (target cursor). In these tasks, the
subject also had to move the tracking cursor as close as
possible to the target cursor.

In addition to the screen, the test stand consisted of
a base frame mounted on the table surface and fixed to
the top. It consisted of three profiles with guides; two
two-axle sets of torque meters with a steering grip (joy-
stick), mounted in a sliding manner onto the arms of the
frame of the base; two adjustable, upholstered supports
stabilizing the forearm of the study subject; and a four-
channel tensometric amplifier designed to communicate
with a computer. The view of the test stand is shown in
Figure 1.

2.3. Procedure
The examination started with an interview with the study
participant, where the purpose of the study was presented
and the tasks were described. Following the signing of
the relevant documents, the study subjects familiarized
themselves with the test stand and the tasks they would
perform during the test. The EMG electrodes were affixed
and the reference measurements for the purpose of nor-
malization of the EMG signal were carried out. The initial
measurement of the maximum moments of force took place
separately for each hand in four directions (front, rear, left,
right). The initial measurement was used to determine the
control force ranges for the performance of subsequent
tasks, which amounted to 10% of the measured maximum
moments of force.

Table 1. Characteristics of the study subjects.

Age (years)

Group under study Mean SD Minimum Maximum

Young women 22.2 0.7 21.7 24.3
Young men 23.1 1.7 21.9 28.4
Elderly women 62.3 4.3 56.5 68
Elderly men 63.7 2.7 61 67
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Figure 1. View of the test stand for the performance of bimanual coordination tasks, consisting of a screen that required the movement
of two cursors (one per hand) on two sinusoid curves (bigger curve, red; smaller curve, blue). The joysticks were sensitive to up–down
and left–right forces.

2.4. Bimanual coordination tasks
All tasks performed were bimanual visual and motor coor-
dination tasks and consisted of control by force of cursors
moving on defined tracks by means of two fixed joysticks
(one for each hand). The position of the cursor on the
screen was proportional to the bending moment exerted by
the study subject on the joystick in a given direction.

All bimanual coordination tasks were continuous and
differences concerned only the coordination mode, the
complexity of the shapes displayed on the screen and
the cursor tracking mode (imposed speed) or shape track-
ing mode (freely chosen speed). Therefore, the performed
tasks were varied due to the symmetry and complexity
of the task, and the tracking mode. Features of the tasks
in relation to the coordination mode, tracking mode and
outlined shape are presented in Table 2.

During the task with imposed speed in anti-phase
(IAP), the cursor moved on an ellipse at an imposed speed.
There were two ellipses visible on the screen and two cur-
sors on the left and right sides of the screen. The task
of the study subject was to follow the target cursor mov-
ing at a constant speed, steering the left cursor using the
left joystick and the right cursor using the right joystick.
The measurement ended when the cursors completed a full
lap around the ellipse. The cursors moved in the same
direction, performing the task in an anti-phase.

The task with imposed speed, complex with two cur-
sors (ICT) consisted of steering two cursors (one for each
limb) on rectangular tracks with an imposed speed in the
opposite direction for both hands. There were two rect-
angles visible on the screen, one for each limb. The task

of the study subject was to follow the target cursors mov-
ing at a constant speed. The measurement ended when the
cursors completed a full lap around the rectangles. The
cursors moved in the opposite direction, and the speed
in the horizontal direction was twice the speed in the
vertical direction. This means that a complex task was
performed.

The task with freely chosen speed in-phase (FP) was
a symmetric task in-phase, which traced the shape of an
ellipse. Controlling the cursors took place on ellipsoid
tracks for 60 s at a freely chosen speed in the opposite
direction for both hands. The measurement started from
moving both cursors to arrows located at the bottom of
the ellipse. These arrows indicated the direction in which
the cursors had to be moved on the ellipsoid track. The
speed of movement on the tracks was arbitrary, but it was
a requirement that the movement was symmetric.

In the task with imposed speed in-phase (IP), the cur-
sors were steered on tracks resembling a crown. The speed
of movement was imposed by moving at the constant speed
of the target cursor. The task of the study subject was to fol-
low the target cursor with a tracking cursor controlled by a
joystick. The direction of movement of the two cursors on
the track was opposite (movement in-phase), resulting in
symmetric movement in relation to the centre of the screen.
The force exerted on both joysticks was symmetric in rela-
tion to each other. The task was carried out in two steps.
In the first step, the movement took place first on an exter-
nal outdoor circuit and then on an internal circuit. In the
second step, the cursor began its movement from the inner
shape.
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Table 2. Features of bimanual coordination tasks with regard to coordination and shape
tracking mode, and the shapes displayed on the screen.

Task
Cursor tracking

mode
Coordination

mode
Shape displayed

on the screen

IAP Imposed Anti-phase

ICT Imposed Complex (two cursors)

FP Freely chosen In-phase

IP Imposed In-phase

ICOa Imposed Complex (one cursor)

ICOb Imposed Complex (one cursor)

FCT Freely chosen Complex (two cursors)

Note: FCT = freely chosen speed, complex with two cursors; FP = freely chosen speed
in-phase; IAP = imposed speed in anti-phase; ICOa = first imposed speed, complex with
one cursor; ICOb = second imposed speed, complex with one cursor; ICT = imposed speed,
complex with two cursors; IP = imposed speed in-phase.

In the first task with imposed speed, complex with one
cursor (ICOa), a single cursor was moved on a track in the
shape of a cloud. The cursor moved on the trajectories des-
ignated by a shape displayed permanently on the screen,
chasing the target cursor. Cursor control was carried out
by means of both joysticks, while the horizontal movement
(left–right) was controlled by the left joystick and the verti-
cal movement (up–down) by the right joystick. The speed
of movement was imposed by the constant speed of the
target cursor.

In the second task with imposed speed, complex with
one cursor (ICOb), a single cursor was moved on a track in
the shape of a four-leaf clover. Cursor control was carried
out by means of both joysticks, while the horizontal move-
ment (left–right) was controlled by the left joystick and the
vertical movement (up–down) by the right joystick. The

speed of movement was imposed by the fixed speed of the
target cursor.

The task with freely chosen speed, complex with two
cursors (FCT) consisted of steering two cursors on lines in
a sinusoidal shape at a freely chosen speed for a maximum
of 60 s. A cursor was moved on the large sinusoid with the
right hand by means of a joystick, and with the left hand
on the small sinusoid. The measurement began when both
cursors were placed on the arrows at the beginning of the
line. The speed of movement on the lines was arbitrary.
Participants were told to bring the left and right cursors as
close as possible to each other. The distance between these
two cursors, however, was not controlled.

The set of bimanual coordination tasks described was
carried out three times, for about 45 min. In the tasks in
which the speed of movement of the cursor was imposed,
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the speed increased by 30% in the second performance
compared to the first, and by 50% in the third compared
to the first. The speed in the first performance was 6°/s.

2.5. EMG signal measurement
Surface EMG was used to assess the load of the upper
limbs during each of the tasks performed. Eight muscles
were tested: four muscles of the upper right limb and four
muscles of the upper left limb. These muscles were: flexor
carpi ulnaris (FC); biceps brachii caput breve (BB); del-
toideus pars acromialis (DE); trapezius pars descendens
(TR). These are all forearm and shoulder muscles. Fore-
arm muscles were expected to respond to handgrip and the
forces necessary to move the cursor. Shoulder muscles are
related to mental load, which means that those muscles can
express difficulty in tasks.

The EMG signal measurements were carried out using
surface double-differential sensors DE-3.1 (Delsys Inc.,
USA), containing three active electrodes. The EMG sig-
nal was recorded with the Bagnoli-16 apparatus (Delsys
Inc., USA). The control of the measuring process was car-
ried out using a computer. The EMG signal was recorded
using EMG Works version 4.0. The EMG signal sampling
frequency was 2 kHz. The transfer band of the Bagnoli-
16 apparatus is between 20 and 450 Hz. The signal was
amplified with a strengthening factor of 1000.

Prior to the placement of the sensors on the skin
over the examined muscle, both the skin and the sen-
sors were cleaned and disinfected with alcohol. The skin
was properly prepared (including shaving, if necessary,
slight abrasion and cleaning with an alcohol solution) to
obtain an inter-electrode resistance below 2 k�. Electrodes
were placed on the skin over the muscle belly, longitu-
dinally to muscle fibres. The placement of measurement
sensors on the skin was carried out in accordance with
the guidelines given in the SENIAM (Surface ElectroMyo-
Graphy for the Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscles)
programme [27].

2.6. Performance measures of the coordination tasks
and the load indicators of the upper limbs

The performance measures of the coordination task are
variables calculated on the basis of the difference between
the position of the reference point and the position of the
point corresponding to the control by means of a joystick
(tracing cursor). The effect of performance was studied
with respect to measures that express the ability to pre-
cisely maintain spatial and temporal demands. Two spatial
variables were under analysis: mean error and variability.
The mean error is the integral of values as the difference
between the course of the target curve and the course of
the mapping curve, related to the duration of the analysed
task. Variability is the value of the standard deviation of
the differences between the target curve and the mapping

curve. Those two measures were independent of time.
Meanwhile, the execution time is the duration of the perfor-
mance of the task. As such, the mean error and variability
are spatial variables, and the execution time is a temporal
variable.

The normalized root mean square (rms) value of a sig-
nal recorded from each muscle is assumed as the upper
limb load measure, thus generating four load indicators.
The rms parameter is set out from a 2000-sample window,
which corresponds to a 1-s fragment of the signal. This
value is the normalized rmsmax value calculated for the test
with the maximum activation of the muscle, carried out
prior to the proper test, and averaged over all values for
the given task.

2.7. Analysis of the study results
The main objective of the presented study was to anal-
yse the differences between older and younger people in
particular tasks, in relation to task performance measures
and load measures of the upper limbs. The varied quan-
titative measures of coordination and load indicators of
the upper limbs were carried out using Cohen’s d indica-
tor, which is an appropriate effect size for the comparison
between two means [28]. Cohen’s d value was calculated
as the difference between the means for the elderly and
the young, divided by the pooled standard deviations. The
calculated indicator gives quantitative information on the
differentiation among individual tasks and among groups.
For Cohen’s d values lower than 0.2 the effect size is small,
between 0.2 and 0.5 the effect size is medium, above 0.8
the effect size is large and above 1.3 the effect size is very
large [28].

The data lack a normal distribution and, as such, non-
parametric tests were applied. The differences between the
performance measures of coordination tasks and the upper
limb load indicator for the older and younger groups were
tested using the Mann–Whitney U test. The analysis of dif-
ferences in the performance measures and the upper limb
indicators obtained in the analysed tasks was carried out
using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) Friedman test and
χ2 statistics.

Because there were no statistically significant differ-
ences between left and right upper limbs, data for perfor-
mance and EMG recordings obtained for the left and right
sides were pooled. This avoided bias due to lateralization.
As the non-dominant hand could increase the error score,
pooling the data from both dominant and non-dominant
hands balanced the distribution.

An analysis that indicated the existence of differences
between the three parts of the task was also presented. In
this analysis, two groups were distinguished based on the
tracking mode: tasks with imposed movement speed and
tasks with freely chosen speed.

Statistica version 10.0 was used for the statistical
analyses.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Data distribution of the performance measures: (a) mean error in the young group; (b) mean error in the elderly group; (c)
variability in the young group; (d) variability in the elderly group.

3. Results
The data distribution of performance measures is presented
in Figure 2. The figure shows differences in the data dis-
tribution between young and elderly participants. For the
young group, values are in the range up to 0.3 with sin-
gle outliers. The elderly group measured values are up to
0.5, also with few outliers. In the case of the mean error
for the elderly group there seems to be more outliers than
for variability and for both measures for the young group.
However, even in this case, the number of outliers seems
not to affect the results.

The performance measures of coordination for each
task, taking into account data pooled over three sets of
tasks performed (under different speeds) for the elderly and
younger people, are shown in Figure 3. The results indicate
a significant difference between the values of the perfor-
mance measures obtained for the elderly group and those
obtained for the group of young people. Attention should
also be paid to the lack of proportionality, namely that for
some tasks the differences between age groups are greater
than for others.

The differences between the values of the performance
measures of coordination between the younger and elderly
groups were examined using the Mann–Whitney U test.
The results of the analysis indicate, in principle, the varia-
tion of all measures in all parts of the task with p < 0.001.
This is similar for the FC, BI and DE muscle load indica-
tors. An exception is the TR muscle, for which there are
no statistically significant differences between the groups
of elderly and younger people.

Figure 4 shows the load indicator values broken down
by age group and the task of bimanual coordination for the
four analysed muscles. The highest level was obtained for
the TR muscle for both age groups. High values of muscle
load were also observed for the DE muscle but only for the
young group. In the BB muscle, on the contrary, the level
of muscle load was very low, close to 10%.

Table 3 presents the effect size with regard to the differ-
entiation of the performance measures and the upper limb
load indicators between the examined groups. The lowest
values of Cohen’s d indicator were obtained for the FP
task, i.e., the task of tracking a shape in-phase at a freely
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Figure 3. Mean and 95% confidence interval of (a) mean error, (b) variability and (c) execution time in seven tasks differentiated by
coordination mode, tracking mode and outlined shape. Note: FCT = freely chosen speed, complex with two cursors; FP = freely
chosen speed in-phase; IAP = imposed speed in anti-phase; ICOa = first imposed speed, complex with one cursor; ICOb = second
imposed speed, complex with one cursor; ICT = imposed speed, complex with two cursors; IP = imposed speed in-phase.

chosen speed. The second lowest values were achieved for
the FCT task, i.e., tracking at a freely chosen speed in a
complex task. The highest values for Cohen’s d (effect
size) statistics were obtained for the ICOb task, and then
the ICOa task. The results clearly indicate the differences
between the tasks for mean error and variability measures.
The FP and FCT tasks were performed at a freely chosen
speed. In other cases, the speed was imposed.

The impact of the tracking mode on the value of the
performance measures of coordination tasks in each of the
three parts of the task was also analysed. In this case, the
analysis was carried out in two groups: imposed and freely
chosen speed. The values of the indicators for the divi-
sion of tasks into groups and the three parts of the task are
shown in Figure 5.

The higher values of the performance measures of coor-
dination for the tasks with an imposed speed of movement
of the cursor are clearly visible. There are also significant
increases in the values of mean error and variability for
elderly people compared to younger people. Higher values

for the first set of tasks are also demonstrated for elderly
people. Although not in all cases, the differences between
the successive parts of the test are statistically significant
(Table 4). It is interesting that in the case of tasks with
freely chosen speed of movement, the time decreased in
a statistically significant manner in subsequent parts of
the task. In the case of the group of elderly people, there
is greater differentiation in the measurement of variability
than in the measurement of mean error. The opposite holds
true for younger people. In the case of tasks with freely
chosen speed, much greater differentiation occurs for the
elderly group in the case of both mean error and variability.

4. Discussion
In the presented study, motor coordination was exam-
ined as the coordination error of mapping a given shape,
presented on the monitor screen, by means of a control
device, exerting a specific external force in order to main-
tain the target force. The model takes into account that
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Figure 4. Mean and 95% confidence interval of normalized root mean square upper limb load indicators for (a) flexor carpi ulnaris, (b)
biceps brachii caput breve, (c) deltoideus pars acromialis and (d) trapezius pars descendens in seven tasks differentiated by coordination
mode, tracking mode and outlined shape. Note: FCT = freely chosen speed, complex with two cursors; FP = freely chosen speed
in-phase; IAP = imposed speed in anti-phase; ICOa = first imposed speed, complex with one cursor; ICOb = second imposed speed,
complex with one cursor; ICT = imposed speed, complex with two cursors; IP = imposed speed in-phase.

Table 3. Cohen’s d values presenting the effect size for differences between the elderly and
young groups for each task and analysed variable.

Task Mean error Variability Time FC BI DE TR

IAP 0.94 1.18 0.01 0.22 0.97 0.41 0.13
ICT 1.14 1.08 0.01 0.26 0.92 0.42 0.15
FP 0.43 0.72 0.67 0.25 0.91 0.44 0.17
IP 1.12 1.20 0.01 0.29 0.92 0.41 0.13
ICOa 1.19 1.29 0.19 0.19 0.90 0.48 0.17
ICOb 1.43 1.29 0.13 0.13 0.89 0.47 0.18
FCT 0.88 0.76 0.53 0.09 0.88 0.43 0.02

Note: BB = biceps brachii caput breve; DE = deltoideus pars acromialis; FC = flexor carpi
ulnaris; FCT = freely chosen speed, complex with two cursors; FP = freely chosen speed
in-phase; IAP = imposed speed in anti-phase; ICOa = first imposed speed, complex with one
cursor; ICOb = second imposed speed, complex with one cursor; ICT = imposed speed,
complex with two cursors; IP = imposed speed in-phase; TR = trapezius pars descendens.

visual information is particularly important for the con-
trol of isometric force. The tasks used in the study require
continuous exertion of force by bimanual coordination in

the directions determined by the outline shape displayed
on the screen. The selection of tasks was dictated by the
results of other studies indicating that the synchronization
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5. Mean and 95% confidence interval of performance measures of coordination tasks broken down by groups of elderly people
and younger people, and for a group of tasks with imposed and freely chosen speed of movement of a cursor: (a) mean error, (b)
variability and (c) execution time.

Table 4. Results of the analysis of variance Friedman test differentiating performance measures of
coordination tasks between successive parts of tests.

Young group Elderly group

Tracking mode Measure χ2 p χ2 p

Imposed Execution time 520 <0.001 506.1 <0.001
Variability 1.11 0.575 23.54 <0.001
Mean error 14.38 0.001 7.33 0.026

Freely chosen Execution time 52.1 <0.001 7.89 0.019
Variability 6.23 0.044 11.17 0.004
Mean error 0.73 0.694 16.66 <0.001

Note: elderly group = people aged 55–67 years; young group = people aged 20–30 years.

of continuous movements is linked to the activation of the
corpus callosum [16], which decreases with age [29,30],
and may impact the quality of the performance of continu-
ous bimanual coordination tasks.

The results of the presented study indicate higher
values of coordination error for elderly people than for
younger people in the case of all bimanual coordination

tasks. This applies to both the mean error and variabil-
ity. The execution time is also higher. This confirms that
elderly people are less accurate when it comes to mapping
a force than younger people, i.e., a high-quality perfor-
mance of bimanual coordination tasks constitutes a greater
challenge for elderly people compared to younger people,
especially for more complex coordination tasks [31,32].
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This is why older people have trouble not only with tasks
related to work, but also with daily tasks that require
complex bilateral coordination [33].

In terms of performance measures of coordination
tasks, significant variations were noted depending on the
type of the task. A feature called the coordination mode
is very important for the comparison of performance mea-
sures. The article studied various coordination modes in
typical daily tasks and indicated that the basic modes of
coordination, i.e., in-phase and anti-phase, are observed
more frequently than complex coordination modes [34].
The results of the presented study confirmed that complex
tasks were a particular challenge, especially for the elderly.
During complex coordination tasks, cooperation between
limbs occurs at various amplitudes, directions, frequencies
and/or force, which requires higher levels of motor skills
and flexibility [14,15].

Activities during which each of the limbs steered ‘its’
cursor (ICT and FCT tasks) were examined along with
activities during which a single cursor was moved, con-
trolled by the action of two limbs (FCT and ICOb tasks).
The results indicate that among the more demanding com-
plex tasks (higher values of performance measures) there
are tasks in which the movement of the cursor is controlled
by simultaneous exertion of force by both upper limbs.

The greatest mean error and variability values are noted
for the ICT task, namely the complex task with an imposed
speed of movement, when two cursors are moving, one for
each hand. At the same time, the mean error and variabil-
ity for the FCT task, also a complex task but with freely
chosen speed, are considerably smaller, which confirms
that the tracking mode is important for the performance of
tasks.

Asymmetric coordination tasks require more process-
ing than symmetric tasks, as confirmed by this study. Two
tasks were in-phase. One task was performed at a freely
chosen speed (FP task) and the second at an imposed speed
(IP task). The values of the performance measures were
significantly lower for the FP task than for the IP task, in
the case of both mean error and variability. In the case of
the IP task, there are also much higher values of Cohen’s
d indicator, which means that this coordination scheme is
significantly more varied as regards the age factor. There-
fore, it should be concluded that an imposed tracking mode
increases the difficulty of the task for the elderly people.

Previous studies indicate that the in-phase coordination
mode is characterized by higher stability than the anti-
phase [13,35], irrespective of the task performed and its
features. In the present study, the IAP and IP tasks differ by
coordination mode and the outline shape followed by the
cursor. In both cases, the task is performed at an imposed
speed. The values of the performance measures, however,
do not differ from one group of study subjects to another.
The Cohen’s d value is also similar for both indicators. It
can, therefore, be concluded that the tracking mode has a

greater impact on coordination error than the performance
of the tasks in-phase or anti-phase.

Task performance is also related to the speed of move-
ment. Comparing the performance of in-phase and anti-
phase tasks at different movement speeds established that
elderly people obtained results similar to young people dur-
ing in-phase coordination at all speeds, but only at low
speeds during anti-phase coordination [36]. This means
that the difference in the performance of tasks resulting
from age becomes more visible during the performance
of tasks in anti-phase and increases as speed increases. In
the presented tasks, there is no increase in the values of
mean error and variability in subsequent parts of the study,
both for tasks at an imposed speed and at freely chosen
speed. This, however, could have been caused by the effect
of learning.

Inaccuracies in the performance of activities requir-
ing motor coordination indicate a link between the brain
and the structure and functions of the muscle. Clinical and
experimental data indicate that perceptual motor adapta-
tion, including the response time, movement speed and
coordination, is reduced with age [6,7]. The ageing process
causes changes in the morphology of the human skeletal
muscles.

The presented results show differences in muscle activ-
ity between the young and the elderly groups. The level
of load of the elderly group was higher in the case of the
biceps brachii muscle and the FC muscle, and lower in the
case of the DE and TR muscles. The muscle mass, fibre
composition and size all change, resulting in deterioration
of their function [2,37], which in turn has an impact on the
performance of tasks related to the neurophysiological con-
trol of the muscles. Phenomena linked to muscle structure
and their load were measured using surface EMG. EMG
measures neural output from the spinal cord and, thus,
the number of activated motor units and their discharge
rates. EMG recordings are often implemented in protocols
that involve specific force profiles [38] or movement tra-
jectories [39,40]. Studies that compared motor unit firing
characteristics between young people and elderly people
revealed a lower firing rate in the elderly compared with
the young [41]. These differences can influence both motor
performance and muscle activity. This can explain the large
differences between young and elderly people in the muscle
contraction level in BI and DE muscles.

A musculoskeletal load related to the task being per-
formed can be either physical or mental, although these
are always connected and cannot be completely separated
when a subject performs a particular task [42]. Mental
demands related to the precision of task performance may
also increase activity in both the neck–shoulder as well as
forearm muscles. Shahidi et al. [25] and Nimbarte et al.
[43] showed that mental load increases the activity of the
trapezius muscle and is suggested to cause prolonged low-
level activity of the upper trapezius muscles. Also, Visser
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et al. [44] reported a significant increase in both neck and
forearm muscle activities in the trapezius, extensor digi-
torum and flexor digitorum superficialis as the effect of
increasing speed and mental demand in a mouse-aiming
task. Taking into account the association between visual
and/or attentional demands, the increased activity of the
trapezius muscle [45–47] and that the more demanding
and complex the task, the higher the musculoskeletal load
[48], it should be assumed that the performed tasks were
more mentally burdensome for the elderly group than for
the younger group. The musculoskeletal load of the upper
limbs during the performance of specific tasks resulting
from the muscular contraction of the muscles involved in
the exertion of force by means of a joystick and from the
mental burden associated with performing activities requir-
ing the involvement of attention varied according to the
difficulty of the performed tasks. This may mean that, in
terms of mental load, the tasks varied sufficiently for it to
be reflected in muscle strain.

The usefulness of visual feedback on manual efficiency
and musculoskeletal load caused by the performance of
handling activities may vary substantially depending on the
nature of the task, but also the worker’s age. Inaccuracies
in the performance of activities requiring motor coordi-
nation indicate a link between the brain and the structure
and functions of the muscle. At the same time, research
results indicate that ageing affects perceptual motor adap-
tation, including the response time, movement speed and
motor coordination [6,7]. It can, therefore, be assumed
that a number of applications can be found for coordina-
tion tasks. Meanwhile, tasks testing bimanual skills can be
used both for rehabilitation purposes and as indicators of
neurodegenerative diseases, e.g., Parkinson’s disease [49].
High-intensity, repetitive task-oriented treatment has also
been found to be one of the most effective treatment meth-
ods for motor rehabilitation after stroke [50]. A relatively
large reduction in the value of the performance measures
between the performed tasks in sets one and three of the
study, especially for the elderly group, indicate the poten-
tial of these tasks to play a role in training that increases
the bimanual coordination capacity in people with reduced
coordination capacities. The presented motor coordination
tasks seem to be appropriate for such purposes.

5. Limitations
The limitations in the present study are mainly related to
the range of tests carried out, i.e., the number of study
subjects and the number of examined tasks. In the study,
only external indicators were analysed, which allow for the
determination of the total impact of bimanual coordination
tasks in the form of a functional response, but no analysis
based on brain-mapping type registration was taken into
account. Registration of such brain reactions would allow
for the direct examination of the response of certain areas
of the brain to the performance of each task, e.g., by testing

the primary somatosensory cortex and cerebellum activity
during performance [51].

Further, another issue that influences performance and
was not taken into consideration was the value of the force
on the control sensors. In the case of the presented study,
the value of the level of the force was 10% of the maxi-
mum force capacity. The impact of force on the increase in
inaccuracy of the exerted force is an issue worthy of fur-
ther exploration. Also, the number of repetitions of sets of
tasks could influence performance, especially with respect
to differences between performances in subsequent repeti-
tions. The number of repetitions was restricted to three to
avoid fatigue.

6. Conclusion
Among the tasks of bimanual coordination performed con-
tinuously and described by the coordination mode as in-
phase, anti-phase and complex, the complex tasks showed
the largest difficulty, which suggests that such tasks had
the largest potential to improve coordination skills. These
are the tasks during which the exercise of force by both
limbs contributes to a movement of separate cursors. The
tracking mode (freely chosen or imposed speeds) is crucial
for the quality of the performance of motor coordination
tasks. Finally, performance of tasks with imposed speed
is much more age-sensitive than performance with freely
chosen speed.
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